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ABSTRACT
Conversational Agents (CAs) such as Apple’s Siri and Amazon’s
Alexa are well-suited for task-oriented interactions (“Call Jason”),
but other interaction types are often beyond their capabilities. One
notable example is playful requests: for example, people ask their
CAs personal questions (“What’s your favorite color?”) or joke
with them, sometimes at their expense (“Find Nemo”). Failing to
recognize playfulness causes user dissatisfaction and abandonment,
destroying the precious rapport with the CA.
Today, playful CA behavior is achieved through manually curated replies to hard-coded questions. We take a step towards understanding and scaling playfulness by characterizing playful opportunities. To map the problem’s landscape, we draw inspiration from
humor theories and analyze real user data. We present a taxonomy
of playful requests and explore its prevalence in real Alexa traffic.
We hope to inspire new avenues towards more human-like CAs.

1

INTRODUCTION

Conversational AI is a major leap forward in the way people interact
with machines. In many setups, using voice is the most natural way
to communicate, more intuitive than mouse clicks or finger swipes.
Consequently, voice-based conversational agents (CAs) such as
Alexa, Siri, Google Home and Cortana are becoming ever more
prevalent in our everyday life.
Early CAs focused on short, narrow-domain, task-oriented dialogues, such as asking for information (“Do I need an umbrella?”)
or controlling basic phone functions (“Call Jason”, “Play music”).
However, these agents are often perceived as social actors, and
users increasingly treat them as humans [24, 48, 57]. This happens
by design, as CAs are given human-like voices, names and even
personality traits (e.g., Alexa is “smart, approachable, humble, enthusiastic, helpful and friendly”, while Siri is “friendly and humble,
but also with an edge”) [12]. The hope is that users will develop a
meaningful rapport with them, which will increase loyalty, engageCCS CONCEPTS
ment and satisfaction.
Thus, users often expect CAs to keep up with complex and
• Social and professional topics → User characteristics; • Humanplayful
interactions and are disappointed when they fail to do so
centered computing → Natural language interfaces.
[9, 15, 16, 23, 49]. Such communication breakdowns shatter the
illusion of human-like assistants and give rise to trust issues and
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of CA playful request types created by integrating humor theories with real-world interactions data from Alexa. Moreover, we
provide statistics about the distribution of playful utterances in a
sample dataset taken from a real-world CA traffic (Alexa). Due to
the importance of playfulness in enhancing the rapport of users
with their CAs, we hope that our taxonomy will contribute to the
understanding of the problem, as well as inspire novel ideas for
future research.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Playful Human-CA Interactions
“... combining the field of humor processing
with research project on freely talking systems
is a step in the right direction and under no
circumstances should not be abandoned in the
future.”
Dybala et al. [15]
Studies show that humor increases likeability, boosts trust, reduces tension, improves creativity and teamwork [34]. Similarly
to human-human conversations, interactions with CAs can also
benefit from integrating humor [35, 36, 45], since humorous agents
are perceived as more human-like and congenial, increasing the
tendency to trust them and the overall task enjoyment [17, 42, 44].
Various studies showed that human-like traits are desired across
different agent types and by different population types. For example, Roy et al. [56] recently showed that users prefer a personified
assistant, regardless of the task in hand. Liao et al. [28] created
a chatbot to assist new employees, finding that even in the most
task-oriented context, the workplace, users tend to initiate playful
interactions. Ogan et al. [46] explored educational tutoring systems
and noted that high-school students’ engagement improved with
playful behavior (and even rudeness), arguing for expanding the
social capabilities of intelligent tutors. Goetz et al. [19] showed that
matching a robot’s personality (playful or serious) to the task at
hand elicited more cooperation from users. Moreover, Braslavski
et al. [6] found that demographics and joke topics can partly explain variation in humor judgments. Furthermore, Thies et al. [64]
designed a Wizard-of-Oz experiment to explore which human traits
users want their CAs to exhibit; one of the preferred traits was wit.
We note that not all users have a strong social orientation all
the time. A user might have a utilitarian approach, not wishing
for playfulness with an agent [25]. In a similar vein, Lee et al. [26]
analyzed visitors’ verbal responses to a social robot as a predictor of
their orientation. The findings indicate that people’s first words are
very informative, suggesting that agents could adapt to individuals
at the outset of an interaction. Another approach was implemented
by Weber et al. [67], that created a reinforcement-learning based
humorous robot to adapt his sense of humor on-the-fly according
to the user preferences.
A major caveat in interactions with CA is that the burden of
ensuring successful communication falls mainly on the human,
with little support from the agent [4]. To shift this burden towards
the agent, Yu et al. [68] proposed that when the system fails to
comprehend, it can still keep the user engaged by initiating nontask content. This framework achieves higher task success rate and
engagement. Similarly, humor was shown to help chatbots recover

from errors and misunderstandings by humorously prompting users
to reformulate their query [43]. However, CA humor is still far from
perfect, as shown by Lopatovska et al. [29]. The authors extracted
humorous responses to several playful prompts using the four major
voice virtual assistants. According to their ranking, not even a single
response received the highest humorous ranking possible.

2.2

User Intent Mining

Understanding the user intent is a fundamental problem in dialog
systems. This task is challenging, especially since queries are often
short, ambiguous, and contextually dependent. Previous works can
be roughly divided into intent mining (finding subtopics covered by
pre-issued queries) and detection (mapping queries into categories)
[14].
Under intent mining, a seminal work is Broder’s “taxonomy of
web search” [7], where three key needs are identified in web search:
informational, transactional and navigational. A variation of these
needs is found in CA traffic, with users issuing requests such as
“What is the capital of Japan?" (informational need), “Order toilet
paper" (transactional) or “Open Headspace" (navigational, by invoking a third party application) [31]. Broder’s taxonomy started a
line of works on intent mining, aiming towards unraveling more
intent types, as well as understanding their distribution and characteristics [21, 22, 32, 55, 66]. For example, Qu et al. [51] identified
12 user intents in information-seeking conversations with CAs;
however, the focus of that work is on discourse, with intents such
as “Follow Up Question”, neglecting playfulness. This is merely one
example for this line of intent mining works, which focused only
on task-oriented intents. Another notable work analyzed Excite
search engine queries and found that 16.9% of them seek entertainment, which is similar in nature to our proposed playfulness intent
[60]. However, no further investigation about the nature of such
entertainment orienting queries was conducted.
For intent detection, due to the limited information a query can
convey, many works used additional information such as user query
logs [1, 47, 63] or past behavior [2, 8, 27]. Recent intent classification
algorithms are deep neural networks based [11, 13, 50, 54, 69, 70].
Our work focuses on intent mining, turning the spotlight towards
an intent that has been mostly neglected by now – playfulness.
Noteworthy, a playful intent is somewhat orthogonal to traditional
intents, as users can be playful across different contexts.

3

TAXONOMY

Playfulness can manifest itself in many different ways. We propose
a taxonomy to help characterize different types of playful utterances. We hope that by dividing this complex problem into simpler,
more concrete and manageable subproblems, the taxonomy will inspire new research directions and approaches towards automating
playfulness.
The three top nodes of our taxonomy follow the three major
theories of humor (see Section 3.1 below)1 . In Section 3.2, we refine
our characterization using real-world CA traffic data. Lastly, Section
1 We

find it interesting that classic humor theories are relevant in the context of
interactions with CAs, taking into account they were created for human-human
interactions long before CAs were invented.
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3.3 presents the complete taxonomy of playful CA requests, along
with its distribution on real Alexa traffic.

3.1

Humor Theories in Linguistics, Psychology
& Philosophy

Although there exist various humor and laughter theories, three
main theories appear repeatedly in contemporary literature: relief,
incongruity and superiority [10, 33]. While there is no consensus
regarding which of those three theories is most viable, the current
perception is that they cover different aspects of humor [5, 33, 65].
Thus, to fully understand humor and playfulness in human-CA
interactions, we consider all three main humor theories:
Relief theory. This theory dates back to Sigmund Freud, who
claimed that the comic effect is achieved by facilitating the tension
caused by repression of socially inappropriate needs and desires
[39]. Spencer [59] defined laughter as an “economical phenomenon”
which releases wrongly mobilized psychic energy. As for CAs, this
category is reflected in shopping requests for “poop” and “stripper”,
as well as information requests such as “What does a fart sound
like?”. Note this category also contains adult, sex-related humor
(which we deliberately do not provide concrete examples for).
Incongruity theory. This theory was studied by Beattie, Kant, and
Schopenhauer among others, although some implicit references to
incongruity already appear in Aristotle [58]. Kant noted how absurdity might lead one to laugh: “laughter is an affection arising from
the sudden transformation of a strained expectation into nothing”.
Schopenhauer gave it a more philosophical angle, arguing that “the
cause of laughter in every case is simply the sudden perception
of the incongruity between a concept and the real objects which
have been thought through it in some relation” [38]. The concept
was then extended by the linguistic incongruity resolution model
and semantic script theory of humor [53, 61]. An example of incongruity and strained expectation is, for instance, “Don’t trust atoms,
they make up everything”. In our context, incongruous requests
include queries such as “Order iPhone 23”, “Buy me likes”, or “turn
off the moon”.
Superiority theory. This theory traces back to Plato, Aristotle
and Hobbes [37]. It states that the humorous effect is achieved by
observing inferior individuals, because we feel joy due to our superiority. According to Hobbes, “we laugh at the misfortune, stupidity,
clumsiness, moral or cultural defects, suddenly revealed in someone
else, to whom we instantly and momentarily feel “superior” since
we are not, at that moment, unfortunate, stupid, clumsy, morally or
culturally defective, and so on” [20]. Superiority usually refers to
living creatures, but we extend it to non-living intelligent systems
such as CAs. This extension is rather straightforward, as we often
assign them human traits; thus, we can feel superior to their humanlike abilities. An example for superiority in the context of CAs is:
“You are a mistake and were adopted”. Another mechanism for superiority is demonstrated in questions referencing popular culture
such as “Who let the dogs out?” and “Can you find Nemo?”(meant
to make the CA fail to comprehend). We note that even if the CA
could understand the request, the request itself implies that the CA
is inferior and is meant at embarrassing it.
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3.2

Insights From Real-World Data

The three humor theories form a starting point for our taxonomy.
We then used real-world data in a two-phase process:
Analysis. We analyzed a sample of annotated shopping requests
from Alexa. In the professional in-house annotation process (performed on a random sample), one possible label is “user is playing
around”; we received 400 utterances with this label. Three members
of our team manually verified they are indeed playful, achieving
0.99 agreement. We assigned each utterance to one (or more) of the
three humor theories.
Exploration. For each humor theory, we examined the real-world
playful utterances assigned to it in the previous phase, and tried
to generalize them, hypothesizing more ways the theory could be
manifested in CA traffic. For example, for incongruity theory, we
compiled a list of surprising things to purchase or ask CAs, such as
pets, illegal substances, and questions regarding the CA’s personal
taste. For relief theory, we included offensive words. We created
over 1,400 candidate patterns, divided into 16 broad categories2 .
We then sampled utterances corresponding to these patterns from
a random sample of utterances covering a week of general traffic
from Alexa3 .
Although we cannot disclose the amount of utterances in a week
in our data, attempts to estimate CA traffic have been published
before, showing that it is extensive4 .
The goal of this exercise was to observe the different manifestations of humor that appear in real-world CA traffic. Matched
utterances were annotated as playful or not by three members of
our team, achieving perfect agreement. We are aware, of course,
that this method provides only limited coverage, but still found
this exercise informative. While many of our patterns were indeed
supported by the data (e.g., offensive words, exaggerated quantities), multiple others were not. For example, we hypothesized users
would issue shopping queries for country names, but the data did
not support this. Finally, we grouped the patterns supported by the
data into taxonomy categories.

3.3

Taxonomy of Playful Interactions

We combine humor theories with insights from real traffic to create
a taxonomy of playful CA requests (Figure 1). The top-level nodes
align with the three major humor theories. Each node is then further
divided to categories; example utterances for each subcategory are
given in Table 1.
Relief is about embarrassment and taboos. It contains adult
(mostly sexual) and scatological requests (potty humor).
Incongruity contains elements of surprise and violation of expectations. It is divided into categories according to the source of
the expectation that is violated by the request. Under impossible
in general we identify three request subcategories that would be
impossible for both CAs and humans: impossible actions (“Turn off
gravity”, “Buy unicorn”), illegal (“Order cocaine”, “Kill my wife”)
2 See

all patterns in https://registry.opendata.aws/humor-patterns/.
respect the terms and conditions of this dataset, we did not look at all utterances
but only at the output of our search queries against the full dataset, and used the
output results to validate or refute our hypotheses.
4 https://www.statista.com/statistics/794480/us-amazon-echo-google-homeinstalled-base/, https://voicebot.ai/amazon-echo-alexa-stats/
3 To
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Figure 1: Our taxonomy of playfulness types in CA requests. The first level corresponds to the three major humor theories
(relief, incongruity and superiority). The next levels are derived from real traffic data. Example utterances corresponding to
the taxonomy’s leaves appear in Table 1.
Theory

Category

Subcategory
Adult
Scatological action
Impossible action
Illegal action
Non-existing information
Impossible action

Examples
“How do you use a #%#$#@#?”, “Order #%$@%@”
Relief
“Order poop”, “Computer pee now”
“Buy me true love”, “Turn off the moon”, “Call Santa Claus”
“Steal one million dollar for me", “Help me build a bomb”
Impossible in
“Will I ever win the lottery?", “What is the color of your
general
eyes?”, “How much is trash plus trash?”
“Make me a cup of coffee”, “Give me a high five”, “Will you
go on a date with me?”, “Go make my bed”
Incongruity
Restricted action
“Change the constitution”, “Launch a rocket to the moon”
Impossible for CAs
Unknown informa- “What is the color of my eyes?”, “Does my neighbor has a
tion
boyfriend?”
Unreasonable quanti- “Order 80 feet tall ketchup bottle”, “Set an alarm clock for
Improbable (within
ties
every two minutes”
CA’s capabilities)
Improbable topics
“Order a rotten watermelon”
Phatic statements
“Today is my birthday”, “I need to work”
Feedback
“You suck”, “I love you”, “Thank you”, “That’s nice”
Superiority
Humorous references “Help me find Nemo”, “Who let the dogs out?”
Tautology
“How old will I be when I will be nineteen?”
Table 1: Examples of utterances corresponding to each leaf in the taxonomy presented in Figure 1.

and non-existing information (“Will I win the lottery?”, “What’s your
last name?”). Impossible for CAs is similarly divided into actions
which are impossible for CAs (“Make me a sandwich”) or restricted
and require some credentials (“Turn off lights in my neighbor’s
apartment”, “Buy Prozac”). Lastly, it contains questions for which
the information is unknown to the CA because it is not publicly
known (“How old am I?”). The last category under incongruity theory is actions that are improbable (within CA’s capabilities), which
includes utterances about unreasonable quantities (“Order lifetime
supply of chocolate bars”, “Set timer for every two seconds”) or
improbable topics (“How can I apologize to a cat?”).
The last category is superiority, in which users gauge at the
CA’s commonsense or knowledge. Thus, the comic effect is related
to the user’s feeling of superiority, as the CA often lacks what
is needed to provide an adequate answer. This category includes
phatic statements. In the context of CA, phatic expressions are
utterances containing non-actionable information, often with the
goal of establishing or maintaining the social relationship (“I’m
gonna be an uncle”, “I have a date tonight”). They correspond to
superiority as contemporary agents often lack the ability to support
such a chit-chat, emphasizing their limitations. This theory also
contains explicit feedback statements (“That was lovely”, “You are

the best robot I ever had”, “I hate you”, “You are so stupid”), cultural
references (“Use the force”) and tautology (“I left my glasses on the
desk. Where are my glasses?”). While not all expressions in this
category would be considered playful in a human-human conversation, here the goal of the user is often not to be taken at face-value,
but rather to be entertained by the CA’s reply. CA designers are
aware of this – for example, when insulting Siri, she sometimes
goes into a rant, concluding with “Sorry, I was upset”. When Alexa
is insulted, her response is a sad-sounding sound.

3.4

Prevalence in real CA traffic

Now that we have defined our taxonomy, we turn to estimate the
prevalence of our taxonomy’s categories in real-world traffic. We
sampled real interaction traffic with Alexa. As playfulness is very
sparse in the traffic, annotating a uniform sample of the data would
have been prohibitively costly; instead, we filtered out user intents
not likely to contain many playful utterances, such as the “music
volume down” intent (intents are determined by the CA’s NLU
engine). Three domain experts, familiar with the CA’s traffic and intents, decided which intents are likely to contain playful utterances
(they had perfect agreement). The resulting sample contained a few
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Figure 2: The distribution of our taxonomy categories in Alexa traffic annotated as “playful” (percentages sum to 100). The
most prominent leaves are non-existing information, feedback and phatic. Colors correspond to the different humor theories.
ten thousand utterances5 . While we agree filtered intents might still
contain some playful utterances, we believe the high agreement
indicates that filtering is justified, and the resulting sample – while
not following traffic distribution exactly – can provide meaningful
insights about the prevalence of different humor types in the data.
Then, an annotation team specializing in CAs traffic went over
the utterances and classified whether they are: 1) serious, 2) possibly
playful, 3) playful. Another set of expert annotators then went over
all possibly playful or playful utterances and verified that they are
indeed playful, ending with 1, 692 truly playful utterances to classify
according to the taxonomy.
Next, researchers familiar with the taxonomy classified all playful utterances according to the taxonomy. Our goal was to understand the distribution of different humor types in traffic. First, we
computed the prevalence of the different humor theories in the data:
57.1% of the utterances fall under the incongruity theory, 28.6%
under superiority and 14.3% under relief, showing that incongruity
is the most prominent theory in human-CA playful traffic. The
distribution of our taxonomy’s leaves is presented in Figure 2. First,
we note that all taxonomy leaves are indeed represent in the data,
further supporting our taxonomy. We see that the most prominent
leaves are explicit feedback, non-existing information (mainly due to
questions about the CA and its preferences, e.g., “Do you have parents?”, “What is your favorite Pokemon?”), and phatic utterances
(mostly users greeting the CA or telling it about themselves, with
some general statements such as “It is cold outside”).
5 As part of the terms and conditions attached to us receiving access to the utterances,
we cannot divulge figures on real traffic.

Observations. Looking at the different categories of our taxonomy,
we see that a playfulness is in some sense orthogonal to traditional
intents (see Section 2.2). Users can act playfully across different
contexts, e.g., music (“Play Rick Astley on repeat forever”), shopping
(“Order one million gummy bears”), and QA (“Can you feel the love
tonight?”). Additionally, we note that just as jokes could involve
multiple humor types, utterances could belong to more than one
subcategory (e.g., ordering an obscene number of risque items
belongs both to adult and unreasonable quantities).
We also note that much playfulness occurs when users treat the
CA as a human. This can take many forms: they can ask it personal
questions, give it feedback or simply share with it details about
their life.

4

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Users often test CAs by asking “tricky” or playful questions. Improving CAs’ ability to handle playful utterances is a difficult challenge; solving it could help build deep emotional relationships and
increase user satisfaction, engagement and loyalty. Beyond understanding, answering adequately to playful opportunities would also
strengthen the CA’s personality, by giving it a sense of humor. However, humor detection is challenging due to its elusive and often
subjective nature. Moreover, mistakes have serious consequences;
for example, a playful reply to a genuine shopping request for adult
diapers might insult the user.
In this paper we presented a taxonomy of playful CA requests,
merging humor theories with insights emerging from Alexa traffic.
The goal of our taxonomy is to map the problem’s landscape and
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inspire novel directions towards scaling playfulness in human-CA
interactions. The taxonomy enables carving out different parts of
the problem and solving them separately.
We note that some categories seem more straightforward to
solve than others. In the following, we provide some thoughts on
potential directions.
For example, we believe the adult and scatological categories are
relatively easy; there has been a lot of work on classifying adult
and scatological content (e.g., Barrientos et al. [3]) that could be
applied in the CA context as well. We note that the problem goes
beyond simply looking for some set of obscene terms, as queries
such as “Order dog poop bags” are legitimate, serious requests.
The unreasonable quantities category requires reasoning about
quantities of objects. In the shopping context (“Order 3000 lollipops”), one could look at historical purchase data and fit a distribution to it. In other, more commonsense-based cases, one potential
direction would be using the Distribution over Quantities dataset,
containing 122k web-scrapped numeric distributions over objects’
attributes [18].
For the humorous references leaf, a potential direction is to create
a dataset of famous movie quotes (e.g., from IMDB quote pages)
or lines from songs and match them to the user utterances (while
taking paraphrasing into account, similar to Sweed and Shahaf
[62]).
For the tautology leaf, it might be possible to draw inspiration
from a common task in question answering [52] – given a question
and a reference text, find whether the text contains an answer to
the question. In the tautology case, the utterance contains both the
question and the answer.
We note that many categories, in particular impossible for CAs,
improbable (within CA’s capabilities) and phatic are moving targets,
as the capabilities of CAs are improving fast and traffic is changing
accordingly. In fact, we posit that whenever CAs acquire new capability, some utterances stop being playful and some new playful
ones are invented. For example, in the (not so distant) past, asking
the CA to order pizza would be considered playful. Similarly, “Make
me a cup of coffee” or “Fetch my car” will no longer be considered
playful with CAs that control coffeemakers or autonomous cars.
For the phatic category, it is reasonable that CAs will respond adequately to utterances such as “I have a date tonigh” (“Are you
looking for a venue?”) and “I’m hungry” (“Would you like to order
pizza?”). Thus, we fully expect the taxonomy’s subcategories and
their content to change, as CAs keep evolving and users find new
areas to be playful.
Another important aspect beyond the scope of this work is developing reliable methods of generating answers for the detected
playful interactions. This could range from picking between several boilerplate replies (“I believe you are pulling my leg”, “No, we
do not sell [item]. Nor does anyone else on earth.”) to full-blown
natural-language generation.
To conclude, this work represents only a first step towards scaling
playfulness in human-CA interactions. While it focuses on voice
virtual assistants, the presented analysis and findings might be
applicable to other CA types, such as social robots. We hope our
work will open up new avenues towards more human-like CAs.
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